Abstract:
The latest technological innovations in ICT led to a paradigm shift from mechanical to digital resulting in a remarkable change in design conception and its application. The architecture of information age is varied, and this variation is a potent source for teaching and research. The evolving free form vocabularies [and the techniques to generate and realize them] contribute to the breakdown between disciplines: the software tools to develop these forms are shared by a variety of disciplines, thus blurring the boundaries between specialized professional practices. This paper aims to discuss the use of integrated methods and approaches in architectural design process through various approaches and models which are implemented and tested in ITU Faculty of Architecture.

ICT in Design Studio: A Brief History
Starting from the use of first algorithms for generating building layouts (Whitehead, 1965), first integrated packages for building performance appraisal and first computer perspective drawings were generated in the following ten years. Preliminary work on “computer aided architectural design” was related with simulation of function. The so-called “oil-crisis” around 1970 provided a stimulus to software developments which sought to appraise design schemes in relation to their energy-efficiency (Maver, 2002). Development of robust drafting systems, dynamic energy models, design decision support systems, integrated packages for building performance appraisal and photorealistic rendering engines affected architectural design education irreversibly.

Since the publication of the proceedings of the 1989 CAAD Futures conference as "The Electronic Design Studio", experiments about using computers in studio became widespread (Gross and Do, 1999). ICT has started to be integrated to undergraduate design studios. The paradigms for computational design pedagogy were: representation based, design-process based and design product based (Akin, 1989). Representation based paradigms were accepted by William Mitchell whereas design product based paradigms were accepted by Ulrich Flemming and Gerhard Schmitt.

During the 1990’s, ICT have changed rapidly enabling the development of advanced representation environments and complex interconnected networks. The computation performance has increased more than ten times in ten years (Brenner, 1996). Different kinds of commercial interfaces have been developed and computer aided manufacturing technologies have improved and became more precise. Architects used these technologies for the design, evaluation and management of complex architectures following a new process called “file to factory”. This digitally mediated design and manufacturing process ended up with new products which are named as “blobs”, “hyper-surfaces” or “non-standard architectures”.

Architectural Design Education Now
The rise of the paradigm shift of an information society has clear and present challenges for the future of architectural education, including the importance of innovative practices, changes in the way buildings are conceived and constructed, and demands for better compliance within contemporary dynamics. The emergence of a domain of bits on par with that of atoms has radically resituated the way in which the concept of value is understood. Thus a real-virtuality has been constructed, in which immaterial bit-based networks, processors, workstations and storage facilities have become interlinked with physical artifacts, logistical systems, workplaces and warehouses. As McQuillan states, the rise of a virtual world in no way supplants the physical world; rather, it extends, augments and amplifies it (McQuillan, 2005).

But the change is not limited to the process and the product: the complexity of architecture has increased exponentially. In an information society, the practice of architecture must be re-evaluated in the light of innovation. It is no longer a situation where the precision of the design depends upon the knowledge and the skill of the craftsmen and his ability to translate ideas into built forms given the tools of craft and within the limitations of the materials available. Hence, the architect needs to understand and re-evaluate this new relationship between tool, material, structure and form.

New ICT Tools, Strategies and Techniques at Work:
This article aims to discuss the potentials of integrated methods and approaches in architectural design teaching. The objective is to clarify the cons and pros of the new digital design tools while exploring ways of integrating them to new design education paradigms. Experimenting with new tools and techniques is vital for education: it is experimental architects’ use of innovative techniques to generate new organizational processes that enables them to understand the possibilities contained with the design process. As a consequence, the deterministic notions of causality are replaced with nonlinear, bottom-up systemic processes which produce emergent effects. It is essential to develop theoretical frameworks and
computational environments to relate computational thinking to design process. The approach adopted through the experiments will highlight integration of short term digital workshops to the design studio curriculum. The aim is to focus on the potentials of a certain digital design tool relevant to the problem at hand. The primary objective is not to limit the tools to be applied to that of representation, but to introduce different tools relevant to the problem at hand. Therefore, all of the experiments to be discussed require the participants to isolate a design problem with constraints defined a-priori, and tackle it with a relevant tool. In order to explicitly discuss the cons and pros of new tools at work, various techniques were implemented to integrate ICT to design education through short term workshops at ITU Faculty of Architecture.

**Case 1: the virtual museum/fluxxoid**
Experimenting in the digital media also has the effect of moving the work away from material limitations and restrictions thus allowing for interaction with dynamic processes that contribute to rapid generation of creative design alternatives that are void of material restraints. These new computational tools/techniques lead to creation of innovative, free form, discrete structures. Experimenting with design of virtual environments of dynamic information exchange also possess potentials to trigger creativity. In the virtual museum/fluxxoid experiment, the aim is to shift emphasis away from structure as a static material object [museum: an enclosure to exhibit artifacts for informative purposes] towards the temporal and dynamic organization of mobile relations through space [virtual museum: a dynamic medium of information exchange and interaction].

Fluxxoid is a virtual medium created by Ozener & Pak in 2001 as an interactive model containing physical space representations and cyberspace structures. The main function is to create alternative discourse for parallel universe while enabling virtual existence in custom designed dimension. Through the experiment, fifteen undergraduate architectural design studio students were asked to design the dynamic virtual museums to enable the specific information exchange function of their choice.

During the first stages of the work the participating students were quite hesitant and conservative in re-thinking the museum typology, and the studio was supported with lengthy discussions on the conventional museums and how should their virtual counterparts be. Through the later stages the resistance was broken and remarkable outputs such as museums of empathy, sound, color and moving image were created.

**Figure 1: Fluxxoid components and their relations**
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Case 2: Cocoon

Architecture endorsed with new technologies goes through a potential metamorphosis: the passage from abstract to concrete does not necessarily need to be phased. The integration of CAD CAM processes enabled a smooth path from idea to object. Until recently, general use of the computer has been demoted to the world of virtual in addition to analysis. Recent advances in IT, like the rapid prototyping tools, allow the users to move directly from a drawing to real life model or object. Consequently, the distance between virtual architectural hypotheses and the physical test of making is eliminated.

In the cocoon experiment the participating graduate students were asked design an individual shelter for the future. The aim is to experience a design process completely realized in the digital medium. The proposed integrated model was based on a definition of the design process in which conception and development are realized in a 3d modeling environment. The proposed environment was supported by manufacturing modules to enable the physical models to obtain feedback and thus transform design. The model was tested in an architectural design studio by 20 graduate students at Istanbul Technical University, Department of Architecture. Through the course of the studio, 3d modeling and manufacturing environments are interpreted as a design medium rather than tools for representation. The students were required to limit their design activity within the boundaries of the proposed medium.

Figure 2: Snap shots from virtual museum projects

Figure 3: The proposed model
Case 3: da351

Recent applications of genetic algorithms in architecture to generate new funky forms shows promise for the computer as an active creative partner in design. The aim is to use generative design tools to aid in achieving a balance between aesthetic intrigue, efficiency and innovation in new structural forms (Shea, 2005).

Experimental generator (XpGEN) is a plug-in that allows user to interact with computer for experimental, intuitive and inspirational assistance at preliminary phases by randomly generating multiple design alternatives according to the limitations defined by the user a priori (Pak, Ozener, Erdem, 2003). The random directedness allowed by the tool also enables an experimental medium to question the physical limits of the design process at hand. The da 351 is a short term workshop integrated into first year architectural design studio. Ten first year undergraduate students contributed to the workshop. The primary objective is to propose is to obtain random alternatives of a digitally generated form or structure within the limits of rules and constraints set a priori. Aims of the workshop can be summarized as to explore the potentials of digital tools for creating architectural input, to implement a digital tool to support design studio, to enhance architectural projects with still and animated inputs and to observe how students use basic digital tools in design studio.

Case 4: PG.W [the box]

Recent applications of genetic algorithms in architecture to generate new funky forms depend on the definition of the potential performance. As Elin Diamond states, ‘...the study of performance is not to focus on complete forms, but to become aware of performance as itself a contested space...’ (Hensel, Sotoma, 2002). Performativity is another subject of contemporary discourse. It might be essential to clarify that performativity gives primacy to formation over gestalt, to dynamic multiplicity over finite totality. In this respect, performance can be defined as the interaction between the designed dynamic object and the potential subject. The behavior of the potential occupant in the entity is governed by the form of the medium, thus defining a specific performance. PG.W is a workshop organized at Istanbul Technical University, Faculty of Architecture in 2004. The workshop aims to
focus on possible implementations of 3d modeling methods widely used in entertainment industry while designing an environment for a defined performance. The design problem is stated as to propose an exhibition space within a pre-defined box enabling a certain performance. It is essential to define a performance or series of actions rather than a form. By integrating 3d modeling means to the design environment, it is possible to enhance creativity and record design history, in other words, document and evaluate all stages of development independent of chronological time.

**Figure 4:** XpGEN modules and flow diagram

**Conclusions**

Beginning with the 1970’s, the integration of ICT to design education became the subject of a global debate. Changes of working patterns in the architectural profession have impacts on the contemporary architectural design education. Consequently, changes in the architectural practice, introduction of new tools for design conception and implementation and contemporary demands of the construction industry have raised questions regarding the ‘content’ of a contemporary architectural design education. It is argued that computing is part of the working environment in which both education and practice exist and that
the content of education needs to be reinterpreted in the context of this new environment. The designers of the future are expected to be familiar, even competent, with new technologies and tools. Short term workshops, introducing ICT tools and environments to future designers, not only provide means to experiment with new technologies but also possess the potentials to fill the gap in the architectural design curriculum. Through these workshops, students experience a dynamic design medium which has not been conditioned by Cartesian coordinates, where it is possible to record and document all sequences of an individual’s design process.

Furthermore the dynamics of the digital design medium allow time-independent and non-linear processes, thus enabling real-time and flashback critics by the tutors. In all of these experiments, through design history recorded in the modeling software and detailed study of periodically saved files it is possible to analyze the contributing designers’ past actions systematically. The analysis also enables a thorough evaluation of the problems that are encountered through the process. Both qualitative and quantitative measures are adopted for the evaluation of the product and process.

The findings recorded during the design experiment, enable a comparative evaluation of the pros and cons of integrating complex technologies to architectural design education.
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**Tasarm Stüdyosunda Enformasyon ve İletişim Teknolojileri:**

Yeni Araçlar Stratejiler ve Tekniklerin Uygulaması


Enformasyon ve iletişim teknolojilerindeki gelişmeler mekanikten dijitala bir paradigma kayması yaratarak tasarım ve uygulama süreçlerini ciddi biçimde dönüştürmektedir. Enformasyon çağının mimarlığı çeşitliylenecek eğitim ve araştırma

Bu makale mimarlık tasarım sürecinde bütünleşik yöntemler ve yaklaşımları İTÜ Mimarlık Fakültesi’nde, farklı lisans ve yüksek lisans tasarım studolarında
uygulanan değişik kısa süreli deneysel çalışmalar ve modeller çerçevesinde tartışmayı amaçlamaktadır. Tüm çalışmalarında hedeflenen; mimarlık disiplinine özgü ya da farklı disiplinlerden alınan/uyarlanan bir dijital tasarım aracının belli bir problem bağlamında uygulanmasıdır. Altı çizilmesi gereken nokta tümüyle dijital ortamın ön plana çıkaran ve döneme yayılmış bir tasarım sürecinden çok, farklı problemler için farklı araçlar üzerinde kısa süreli yoğunlaşmayı hedefleyen bir stratejik yaklaşımın benimsenmesi olmasıdır.

Bu makalede farklı dijital tasarım araçlarının benimsendiği dört kısa süreli çalışma tartışılacaktır.

Sanal müze/fluxxoid başlıklı ilk çalışmada amaç, fiziksel gerçekliğin dikte ettiği maddesel kısıtlamalardan uzaklaşarak bilinen bir tipolojii farklı bir boyutta deneyimlemeyi hedefler. Çalışmada hedeflenen, oldukça statik bir kurguya sahip geleneksel müze tipolojisinin tartışmak ve izleyenle izlenen ilişkinin dinamiklestiği yeni sanal müze kavramına uygun tasarım süreçleri gerçekleştirilmişdir.


Sonuçta, tartışılan tüm kısa süreli tasarım çalışmalarının farklı dijital tasarım araçları ile ilgili deneyim kazandırmak, sanal ve gerçek arasındaki ilişki ve gerilimi tartışmayı ulaşmak, farklı disiplinlere özgü araçları yorumlamak ve mimarlığın değişen nesnesi ve problematikleri üzerine düşünme becerisini geliştirmek açısından katkıları olduğunu söyleyebilir.